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In this month’s newsletter we are jumping into our makeup and grooming 

collections to find out about beauty in the past! 

For thousands of years people have been using make-up. From the ancient 

Egyptians, who used copper ore as green eyeshadows, red ochre (a type of clay) for 

lipstick and Kohl for thick black eyeliner, to the lead white face paint used by the 

Elizabethans. Make-up and beauty standards constantly change from generation to 

generation.  

 

Welcome to another edition of the Talking Tees 
Valley Activity Pack 
 

Each month we will use objects from one of our museums in the 
Tees Valley to take a closer look at the lives and stories from 
people in our area. 
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The image shows Miss Betty Balfour in the movie ‘My Old Dutch’, 1934. Her make-
up is on trend for the time, with black eyeliner highlighting her big eyes, red lipstick 
and the signature thin eyebrows popular in the 1920’s and 30s. 
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The Victorians 
 
During Victoria’s reign 
make-up became taboo. 
No woman would be 
caught buying or using 
cosmetics. 
Women were supposed 
to be naturally beautiful 
with pale skin, rosy 
cheeks and rouge lips.  
 
If you weren’t blessed 
with this natural look 
make-up was available to 
buy under the counter at 
the pharmacy, but it had 
to be used sparingly and 
discreetly! 
 

The images above show the only thing you were allowed 
and encouraged to buy freely – perfume. 

The Edwardians and the 1920s 
 
During the early 1900s make-up became 
more accessible thanks to the new large 
department stores stocking a wide range of 
products openly.   
 
In 1911 the first metal tube lipstick was 
created! It transformed the way make-up 
was used socially because for the first time 
you could apply your lipstick on the go. 
 
By the 1920s make up and beauty was 
influenced by the new movie stars  
who aimed for big round eyes with black 
eyeliner, thin eyebrows and red rosebud 
lips. 

Did you know? 
 
A lot of Victorian cosmetics were made from some 
lethal ingredients, including arsenic, lead, mercury and 
ammonia! 
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Opposite we have some objects 
from the museums that show what 
men could buy in the early to 
middle 1900s. There is shaving 
cream in a new style tube, with a 
brightly coloured box. A shaving 
stick by Colgate, and an open 
razor or cut-throat-razor. 
 
Would you ever have a shave 
with an open razor? We’re not 
too sure we would like it! 
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Male Grooming 

Our collections also hold 
many male grooming 
products. One of the 
highlights is this beautiful 
travelling vanity kit 
belonging to Sir Vincent 
Raven, Chief Mechanical 
Engineer of the North 
Eastern Railway. 
 
It has a nail file, mirror, 
perfume, powders and 
even a corkscrew! 

Safety razors were 
introduced by Gillette in 
1895 but became popular 
in the early 1900s. They 
were an expensive item 
to own but were a safer 
alternative to the cut-
throat-razor.  

In this advert (opposite) for the Ever-
Ready Razor set, this wife knows exactly 
what to get her husband for Christmas. 
There’s nothing else he wants, after all his 
current razor is 30 years old. Do you think 
razors today would last 30 years? 
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'Snobbery has gone out of fashion, and in our shops, you will find 
duchesses jostling with typists to buy the same dresses.' Mary Quant 

The Swinging Sixties 
 
From the 1920’s onwards people were 
experimenting with new looks, fashions and 
beauty. One decade that really stood out for 
its bright colours and new fashions was the 
1960’s.  
 
In 1966 Twiggy launched onto the fashion 
stage and ushered in a new look for a new 
generation. Twiggy’s look was slim with big 
eyes, bold make-up and a pixie cut. Eyeliner 
was applied in small strokes under her 
bottom lashes to enhance the illusion of big 
eyes. 
 
Have you ever had a pixie cut? Or tried 
bold eyeliner? 
 
Another fashion icon to come out of the 
decade was the designer Mary Quant, who’s 
make-up and off the peg clothing changed 
the fashion world! 

 
Fashion Victims - True or False  

 
In the past fashion and beauty could be deadly. On the next page we have 
some facts about some bonkers fashion trends and inventions. Can you guess 
which are true and false? 

Mary Quant branded her products with a 
distinctive flower, which came to signify 
her fashion empire. 
 
She is said to have invented the mini skirt, 
hot pants and patterned synthetic tights! 
Mary Quant was also heavily involved in 
bringing the Mod fashion to the masses. 
 
In the image opposite you can see a Mary 
Quant lipstick brush set, unopened. 
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1. Victorian ladies wore green dresses made from Arsenic – 
 True or False    

 
2. Elizabeth 1st whitened her face with white lead - True or 

False 
 

3. Italian women used belladonna (known as deadly 
nightshade) to dilate their pupils – True or False  
 

4. Charles II was famous for wearing cherry lipstick – True or 
False  
 

5. In ancient china people would blacken their teeth as a sign 
of wealth and beauty - True or False 
 

6. In the 1890s electric corsets were introduced for women - 
True or False 
 

7. Until the 1960s men’s safety razors were made from 
carbon steel that would rust – True or False  
 

8. In the 1930’s it became fashionable for women to dye their 
hair green – True or False  
 

9. Revlon introduced the first lipstick and matching nail 
varnish in 1939 – True or False  
 
Women began shaving their underarms in the late 1960s 
when Mary Quant made it popular to do so – True or False 

 

Fashion Victim’s True or False Answers 
 

1. True – Many women got ill from wearing arsenic green dresses.  
2. True – This was to cover her pox marks and make her look pure.  
3. True – It was considered beautiful for women to have dilated pupils.  
4. False – Charles II did not wear cherry lipstick, unfortunately!  
5. True – Black or Gold teeth suggested status and wealth!  
6. True – When electricity became popular, they put it in everything, including corsets.  
7. True – Men’s safety razors lasted quite a while but were prone to rust. 
8. False – 1930s women didn’t go around with green hair! 
9. True – This was the first time a matching lipstick and nail varnish was created.  
10. False – It became popular for women to shave their underarms in 1915.  

10. 

Get in touch with us at - Teesvalleymuseums@stockton.gov.uk. You can find all out 
Activity Packs here - https://teesvalleymuseums.org/news/  
 
All images used in this newsletter are courtesy of Preston Park Museum and 
Grounds, Head of Steam – Darlington Railway Museum and The Dorman Museum, 
Middlesbrough.  
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